Abstract. The paper presents monthly 30-arc-second-resolution Northern and Central Italy temperature climatologies and discusses the procedure we adopt to superimpose the information of temperature secular records onto these climatologies. The climatologies are obtained by means of a step-wise linear regression method which aims at determining the temperature dependence on geographical and morphological variables. Such a method is applied to a database of about 800 monthly 1961-1990 temperature normals. In the first regression (temperature vs. elevation) the recorded data are considered; the further regressions concern the residuals obtained after taking into account the effect of each variable, in order of importance. An estimated secular anomaly record can be obtained for each point of the climatology grid by means of a distance-weighted average of the temperature anomaly records of the stations surrounding the grid point.
Introduction
A ten-year research programme developed by the Institute of Atmospheric Sciences and Climate (ISAC-CNR) and the University of Milan enabled the setting up of a database of quality-checked and homogenised meteorological secular records covering the whole Italian territory (Brunetti et al., 2006) .
Temperature series display a spatial distribution of about one station per 4000 km 2 . They were used both to obtain coarse resolution regional mean series and to construct a 1-degree-resolution gridded version of the data (Brunetti et al., 2006) . Both the regional and the gridded temperature series consist of monthly anomalies, expressed in terms of differences from the 1961-1990 normal values (Brunetti et al., 2006) . The regional and the gridded series were not obtained starting from the absolute value records, because the records obtained by means of such data are highly vulnerable to fluctuations in spatial coverage. For example, if there is a gap in the record at a cold high-level station, then the regional average and the grid point series depending on it may be warm biased. This vulnerability is so important that, when absolute Correspondence to: M. Maugeri (maurizio.maugeri@unimi.it) value temperatures are used, the calculation of the regional and the gridded series has to be restricted to the period of full data availability of all records (Mitchell and Jones, 2005) . It is also important to underline that the missing data are not the only problem. In fact, especially over areas with a complex orography like Italy, absolute temperatures show a very high spatial variability, causing each station to be truly representative only of its exact location. So, it is improper to suppose that the small number of stations used by Brunetti et al. (2006) to calculate a grid point record (usually from 3 to 5) or a coarse resolution regional mean series (usually from 20 to 25) can actually be representative of the real average temperatures over the corresponding areas. Similar problems do not concern anomalies because their variations take place on a much larger spatial scale. Such a greater spatial coherence causes the anomalies to be much less vulnerable to missing data and much more suitable for the calculation of regional average or gridded series. The shortcoming of the anomaly series is that they contain less information than the corresponding absolute value series: such a problem can make them scarcely useful for the needs of researchers involved in climate change impact-related studies.
At the beginning of 2006 we set up a new research programme with the aim of developing a methodology allowing the estimation of secular absolute value temperature records for any point of Italy. The first step of this research involved Northern and Central Italy.
The basic assumption we adopt is that the spatio-temporal structure of the temperature signal over a given area can be described by the superimposition of two fields: the climate normals over a given reference period (i.e. the climatologies) and the departures from them (i.e. the anomalies) (New et al., 2000; Mitchell and Jones, 2005) . The former are basically linked to the geographical features of the territory and they can manifest remarkable spatial gradients. On the contrary, the latter are linked to climate variability and change and they are generally characterised by higher spatial coherence. These two fields can be reconstructed in a completely independent way from each other and they can be based on completely different data.
The paper summarises the main results obtained so far. It is organised in five sections. After the introduction, Sect. 2 presents the database, considering both the records we used to construct the climatologies and the ones we used to describe the spatio-temporal behaviour of the temperature anomalies. Section 3 deals with the estimation of the most appropriate secular anomaly record for each point of the climatology grid. Section 4 focuses on the 1961-1990 temperature climatologies and shows the procedure we adopt to superimpose the climatologies and the temperature anomalies. In the end, Sect. 5 summarizes the results of the paper and discusses some open problems.
Data
The database we used to describe the spatio-temporal behaviour of the temperature anomalies is an updated version of the Italian quality checked and homogenised secular temperature database presented in Brunetti et al. (2006) . It covers the whole Italian territory, encompassing 67 sites and including some of the longest and most studied records in the world, like Milan and Padua. In the near future such database will be subjected to new investigations to reconsider the homogenisation of the data recorded before 1865; moreover, new records will be included to enhance the spatial resolution. The inclusion of new records is however not an absolute priority because, due to the very high spatial coherence of the time-dependent component of air temperature, the 67 records of the database are sufficient to reasonably capture temperature variability and change over most areas of Italy (Brunetti et al., 2006) ; the only important exception is probably the high elevation Alpine areas in winter and autumn.
The spatial patterns of the 1961-1990 monthly temperature normals are based on a completely different database. In this case the main objective was to get as many data as possible. So, we first performed a detailed inventory of all Northern and Central Italy digitalised record sources and selected the series with less than 50% missing data in the period. Then we also looked for the digitalised records with more than 15 years of data, even though they are not related to the 1961-1990 period, or cover it only partially. Then we also looked for non-digitalised records and considered a collection of national records that was published by the Italian Hydrological Service in the 1960s (Servizio Idrografico, 1966) . Finally, we also considered monthly 1961-1990 normals from the ENEA climatological database (Petrarca et al., 1999) , even though the monthly time series were not available to us. Besides the Italian data, we also considered a few non-Italian stations.
The total number of sites is 767. This number includes only the stations that were considered after a quality check procedure, which consisted of checking all sites for their position (at least the consistency among position and elevation was verified) and deleting the ones that could not be correctly located. A further check concerned the stations which were included in more than one source: in this case only the most reliable version in terms of data availability was considered.
From each data series the 1961-1990 temperature monthly climatological normals were evaluated. When the 1961-1990 period was not completely available (or not available at all), the database used to describe the temperature anomalies was used to adjust the normals to the 1961-1990 period: the details are given in Sect. 3. The monthly normals were also used to further check the data: all station normals were compared with the ones of the neighbouring stations to delete the stations with the most evident errors.
A significant fraction (about 40%) of the stations used in this study were already considered in the high resolution temperature climatologies obtained for the Greater Alpine Region within the ECSN HRT-GAR project (Auer et al., 2008; Hiebl et al., 2009 ). The ECSN HRT-GAR project was also fundamental for us in the development of the methodology for the construction of the 1961-1990 climatologies, which is presented in the following sections. Figure 1 gives an overview of the stations used to describe the spatio-temporal behaviour of the temperature anomalies and those used to get 1961-1990 monthly climatologies, whereas the elevation distribution of the 767 stations used for the construction of the climatologies is shown in Fig. 2 . Figures 1 and 2 give evidence that, even though some areas could benefit from a higher station density (e.g. Lombardy and Friuli), the data do not show major deficits neither in terms of spatial homogeneity nor in terms of vertical distribution.
Estimating local secular anomaly records
The estimation of the local secular anomaly record corresponding to any point (x, y) of the area of interest is performed using the same method presented in Brunetti et al. (2006) for the gridding of the Italian secular temperature series: this method consists of averaging the data of the neighbouring stations by means of a Gaussian weighting function with the following form:
where i runs along the stations and d i (x, y) is the distance between station i and the point (x, y) for which the local record is being estimated. With this choice of parameter c, we get weights of 0.5 for station distances equal to d from the point (x, y), where d is defined as the mean value of the distances among each station of our database and its closest neighbor. The record for point (x, y) is estimated under one of the following conditions: i) a minimum of two stations at a distance lower than d, or ii) a minimum of one station at a distance lower than d/2. The computation is then performed by considering all stations within a distance of 2d. The conditions for the calculation of the local secular anomaly record are always fulfilled after 1865, whereas in the years previous to that date the calculation is possible only for a fraction of the points (for details, see Brunetti et al., 2006) . The ability to estimate local anomaly secular records was useful also to adjust the normals of the stations with missing data (or without data) in the 1961-1990 period. The adjustments were obtained by adding to each un-adjusted monthly temperature normal the difference among the averages of the corresponding anomaly record over a) the 1961-1990 period, and b) the period which was used to calculate the normal. As the first average is always null (the anomaly records have no missing data and they are expressed in terms of differences from the 1961-1990 averages), the procedure simply consists of subtracting from the un-adjusted normal value the second average. The local anomaly records are particularly suitable for this adjustment procedure because the database which was used to calculate them was subjected to a very accurate quality check and homogenisation procedure (Brunetti et al., 2006) . So the time component derived from these data should be scarcely affected by station errors and inhomogeneities. 
The geographical model
1961-1990 high-resolution monthly temperature climatologies for Northern and Central Italy were obtained by means of a geographical model which incorporates the dependence of temperature on a number of geographical and morphological variables. This model was constructed by analysing the database shown in Fig. 1 by means of a step-wise linear regression method. This methodology permitted the effect of each variable on temperature to be detected, from the leading variable to the less important ones.
The effect of the leading geographical variables
The first variable we considered was elevation. To reduce the error, coast stations were not considered in the calculation of the regression coefficients. As expected, the highest (in absolute value) vertical lapse rates were found in summer, whereas the lowest ones were found in winter. Following this first regression, we subjected the residuals (i.e. the differences between the actual temperature normals and the estimated ones) to a new linear regression versus latitude; after that we considered the new residuals and regressed them versus longitude. Once the temperature dependences on elevation, latitude and longitude were obtained on the basis of the station data, it was assumed that the same dependences could be extended to the whole study area. This extension was performed using the GTOPO30 30-arc-second-resolution digital elevation model (USGS, 1996) .
Further improvements
The spatial distributions of the residuals obtained after considering the three leading geographical variables were further studied to identify more significant relations between temperature and geographical and morphological variables. An example of such spatial distributions is shown in Fig. 3 . The figure concerns January: it gives evidence of a number of interesting features, the most prominent being the strong negative residuals in the Po Plain and the strong positive residuals along the Ligurian sea coast. Another method which allowed interesting information on the link between temperature and geographical or morphological variables to be captured consisted of comparing the average residuals of subsets of stations with similar characteristics, as, for example, the summit stations. Once a specific effect was identified, we tried to model it by linear regressions with geographical or morphological variables. If no significant results were found, the effect was modelled by simply attributing to all interested grid points the average residual over the stations affected by it. This procedure, based on the analysis of the station residuals, was set up and developed in the frame of the ECSN HRT-GAR project. A more detailed discussion of the criteria for deciding whether to include or not a specific effect is given in Hiebl et al. (2009) .
The first morphological variable taken into account was the summit location. Especially in winter, summit locations are expected to be warmer than what modelled by the leading geographical variables, as they receive the highest amount of direct solar radiation and they are scarcely affected by the cooling effect due to negative radiative balance at the surface, which produces thermal inversions during the night. To investigate this effect, we defined a subset of 64 stations belonging to grid cells with elevation higher than the one of the eight surrounding cells and located above a 400 m threshold: we considered the average of the monthly residuals of this subset and assigned it to all summit locations in our area of interest.
The second morphological effect taken into account was the geographical slope exposure (hereinafter "facet"). The station facets were estimated by associating the grid cell facets, as provided by the digital elevation model, to all pertaining stations. These grid cell facets were simply calculated as the direction of the gradient of the function z=z(x, y), where z is the elevation and x and y are the coordinates defined according to eastward and northward axes respectively. To investigate the facet effect, we analysed the monthly residuals of a subset of 217 stations belonging to grid cells whose slope is higher than 50 m/km and that are not summit locations. The analysis did not produce remarkable results for north-facing cells; on the contrary, south-facing locations showed positive residuals in all months, with values peaking in summer. To capture the overall facet effect, we introduced the following model:
where facet, here varying in the [0, π] range, represents the direction of the gradient of z(x, y), expressed by using counter-clockwise rotation and angles originating at the eastward direction. α is a monthly-dependent coefficient that was identified by considering the residuals of the most southfacing stations in our database. The facet effect was assigned to all non-summit grid cells with slope higher than 50 m/km and with exposure ranging from W to E (using counterclockwise rotation). The next effect taken into account was the influence of the sea. Four separate zones were considered on the basis of the station residuals: Ligurian Sea (French Riviera and Liguria), Tyrrhenian Sea (Tuscany and northern Latium), NorthEastern Adriatic Sea (Friuli and Istria) and South-Western Adriatic Sea (Veneto, Emilia-Romagna and Marche). This partition was also supported by the geographical characteristics of Northern and Central Italy: the Ligurian and Tyrrhenian Seas are both on the western side of the Italian Peninsula, being respectively on the south and west of the mainland. The Adriatic Sea is on the eastern side of Italy and is more exposed to cold air masses coming from the Balkans: its northern part is located mostly on the south of the mainland, whereas the part from Veneto to Marche is mostly to the east of the mainland. To investigate the sea effect, we considered each zone separately; we then selected a subset of stations located not farther than 50 km from the corresponding sea and we performed a linear regression between the station residuals and the distances from the coast. The effect was assigned to all grid cells within a distance of 50 km from the Tyrrhenian Sea and the Northern Adriatic Sea, of 40 km from the Southern Adriatic Sea and of 25 km from the Ligurian Sea. These distances were defined on the basis of the station residuals.
The same approach was adopted for 3 sub-Alpine lakes (Lake Maggiore, Como and Garda). In this case, however, the effect was only studied and assigned to the areas located within 10 km from the lakes.
The following effect taken into account was the "Po-Plain" effect. The Po Plain shows a remarkable continentality, which causes rather low temperatures in winter, especially from December to February. To study this effect we analysed the residuals of a subset of 145 stations selected considering i) the geographical limits of the Po Plain, ii) an elevation not higher than a threshold ranging from 250 to 500 m, according to the considered area, iii) a slope threshold of 100 m/km. The analyses highlighted a significant dependence of the residuals on elevation, as well as on the season that was modelled and assigned to all Po Plain grid cells.
In the end, we plotted the residuals obtained after the Po Plain effect evaluation and we found that in some areas the residuals were still higher than 1.5
• C and in some other areas they were still lower than −1.5
• C. Thus, we introduced some more corrections in the geographical model to take into account these local effects. In particular we found some areas with remarkable negative residuals in winter (the SouthWestern Piedmont hills and the Adige valley), other ones with remarkable negative residuals in summer (Ossola), others with remarkable positive residuals in summer (Adige valley), and some with negative residuals all year round (Carnia). To take into account these effects, we assigned corrections identified according to the average station residuals to the grid cells corresponding to the listed areas. 
The monthly climatologies and their accuracy
The January and July monthly temperature climatologies obtained by taking into account all the described variables are shown in Figs. 4a and c, whereas Fig. 4d shows the annual temperature climatology. To display an example of the effect of the non-leading geographical variables, in Fig. 4b we also show the January climatology estimated only on the basis of elevation, latitude and longitude. For each month of the year, the overall accuracy of the climatologies was evaluated by comparing the 767 station normals of our database with the corresponding model estimations. The accuracy of the climatologies was quantified by the following statistical parameters: mean error (ME), mean absolute error (MAE) and root mean squared error (RMSE). The results are shown in Table 1 . They are in good agreement with the ones obtained for the Greater Alpine Region 1961-1990 climatologies (Auer et al., 2008; Hiebl et al., 2009 ) and they are comparable with the errors of other well known climatologies, like the ones produced by Daly et al. (2008) for the conterminous United States. The Daly et al. (2008) climatologies were constructed by different procedures, but on a database with a comparable spatial resolution. The errors shown in Table 1 are naturally not only due to the model; an indefinable, but potentially large, fraction of the difference between the estimated and the observed normals is in fact likely to be due to the fact that the stations could be not completely representative of the corresponding grid cells, as well as to errors in the station data themselves. Table 1 also shows the monthly errors of 2 of the 767 station normals: Rovigo and Cortina. These stations will be used in Sect. 4.5 to show examples of comparisons between observed and reconstructed absolute value temperature records. The errors of Rovigo are lower than the corresponding MAEs, with the only exception of September, whereas the errors of Cortina are lower than the corresponding MAEs in summer and higher in autumn and winter.
Another method for the evaluation of the climatologies consisted of plotting the spatial distributions of the final residuals. These plots are shown in Fig. 5 for January and July. The comparison of these plots with the corresponding plots which were obtained after considering only elevation, latitude and longitude gives evidence of the importance of the improvements obtained by taking into account all the effects discussed in Sect. 4.3. These improvements are particularly evident in winter (compare Figs. 3 and 5a) , whereas in summer the local improvements are less important as a very high fraction of the variance of the temperature normals is explained by elevation. 
Superimposition of the climatologies and the temperature anomaly records
The ability to estimate local secular anomaly records for any point of Northern and Central Italy and the availability of high resolution climatologies enable us to estimate secular absolute value temperature records for any point of this area. These estimated local secular records are simply obtained by adding the corresponding 1961-1990 monthly temperature normals to the local estimated monthly secular anomaly records.
To check the procedure, we deleted some secular records from our database, estimated the records of the corresponding grid points and compared the estimated records with the original ones. Two examples are shown in Fig. 6 . The first (A) concerns January at Rovigo (longitude: 11.771 E, latitude: 45.054 N, elevation: 5 m) , the second (B) July at Cortina d 'Ampezzo (longitude: 12.146 E, latitude: 46.521 N, elevation: 1275 m) . The figure also shows the differences between the observed and the estimated records (C and D for Rovigo and Cortina, respectively): the comparison of these difference records with the observed records (A and B) highlights that the reconstructed records explain a high fraction of the variability of the data (the common variances of the original and the reconstructed records are 91% for Rovigo, January and 88% for Cortina, July). Beside this result, the difference records also give evidence of some minor problems, which may concern either the observed or the reconstructed records (or both of them). In fact, on one hand their averages are not null as a consequence of the errors of the reconstructed 1961-1990 normals (see Table 1 ) and on the other they give evidence of periods which have values that seem to be systematically different from the long-term averages. This behaviour is due to the fact that the anomaly records may still contain small inhomogeneities. These inhomogeneities are present in all meteorological records, even after being subjected to an accurate homogenisation procedure. Homogenisation, in fact, strongly reduces station inhomogeneities, but it does not completely eliminate them (see Brunetti et al. (2006) for a more detailed discussion of such an issue). Comparisons as the ones shown in Fig. 6 generally highlighted a good agreement between the estimated and the original records and also showed that the estimated records were very useful to fill missing data in the original series.
The methodology for estimating local secular absolute value temperature records has already proved useful for Northern and Central Italy in the frame of several climate change impact-related projects, such as CARIPANDA (Lombardy Regional Project coordinated by Parco dell'Adamello, http://www.parcoadamello.it/progetti/default.htm) and Kyoto Lombardia (Lombardy Regional Project coordinated by Fondazione Lombardia per l'Ambiente, http://www.flanet. org/ricerca/kyoto.asp). The estimated records were also used in order to downscale to the local level future records produced by the General Circulation Models (GCMs); thus, the estimated local records not only permit the best assessment of local past temperature variability and change, but they also allow the GCM information to be tailored to the need to assess local impacts of future climate change.
Conclusions
A methodology was developed for estimating secular absolute value temperature records for any point of Northern and Central Italy. It is based on the superimposition of two fields: the 1961-1990 normals and the departures from them. These two fields were obtained in a completely independent way from each other and are based on completely different databases. The spatio-temporal structure of the temperature anomalies was simply obtained by considering weighted averages of the Italian secular records (Brunetti et al., 2006) , whereas the construction of the spatial patterns of the 1961-1990 temperature normals required the collection of a huge amount of new data and the construction of a geographical model which incorporates the dependence of temperature on a number of geographical and morphological variables. A large amount of the studies for the construction of such spatial patterns have been performed within the ECSN HRT-GAR project. Within this project the Italian climatologies have also been compared with corresponding Greater Alpine Region (GAR) climatologies (Auer et al., 2008; Hiebl et al., 2009 ) which were obtained with a similar approach. The comparison between the northern and central Italy and the GAR climatologies shows a similar level of accuracy: this level of accuracy is also comparable to the one found by Daly et al. (2008) .
The ability to estimate local secular absolute value temperature records is particularly useful in the frame of climate change impact-related projects. The estimated local records, not only permit the best assessment of local past temperature variability and change, but they also allow the GCM information to be tailored, by downscaling procedures, to the need to assess local impacts of future climate change.
Naturally, the records estimated by the discussed methodology must be considered with a clear awareness of the actual spatial resolution achievable with the available data. Thus, they can not highlight very local effects in time variability as the actual spatial resolution of the secular temperature anomaly records is of about 1 station per 4000 km 2 . In the same way, they can not take into account effects which are not included in the geographical model, even though they may be relevant for some areas (e.g. land cover and in particular urban heat islands). At present these effects are under investigation by our research group and further results will be discussed in upcoming papers dealing with these topics. In the near future we will also proceed to extend the climatologies from Northern and Central Italy to the whole national territory and consider also minimum and maximum temperatures.
